
 
 

Didi (China's Uber) plans to go public in the second half of this year after generating a
net income of about USD 1 billion in 2020. Its market value could reach USD 100 billion.
Didi has a cab brokerage business, leasing business, financial services business, and
bicycle leasing business.

Little Bear Rental is seeking to go public later this year. They are a provider of IT
equipment for offices, helping companies move to an asset-light approach. Investors
include not only Internet giants like JD and Tencent but also strategically focused
sovereign wealth funds.

Hangzhou Lanxin Technology announced the closing of a new round of funding led by
Bluerun Ventures. Founded in 2016, they develop visual perception technology and
commercial products for mobile robots. They work together with partners such as
Huawei, Toshiba, and Foxconn.

Connect Biopharma Holdings, a Shanghai-based biotech company, has filed plans
with the SEC (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission) for an initial public offering of
up to USD 100 million. The company is developing therapies for T-cell-driven
inflammatory diseases and has already raised about USD 200 million from investors. 
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IPO News

WeDoctor plans an initial public offering in Hong Kong as early as next month. They
are a mobile medical scheduling and information company and have already raised
more than USD 400 million from investors, including Tencent and Sequoia Capital
China.

DaoDan Education has raised hundreds of millions in CNY. They are a national public
testing training company. They plan to use the funding to increase further investment
in teaching research and teacher training, improve the use of information technology,
and actively develop their online business.

Late-Stage Financing Rounds News

Memblaze raised hundreds of millions of CNY in an E-round. The funding will further
accelerate the design of Memblaze's data storage and processing in smart application
processes.

Redefine Industry has raised a CNY double-digit million. They provide IoT-based after-
sales services for equipment companies and SaaS manufacturers.
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Gensciences raised CNY 123 million in Series B financing. Founded in 2019, Gensciences
develops drugs focused on underserved diseases such as hemophilia, metabolic
disorders, and anti-tumor areas. The company is producing clotting factor products as
well as insulin and glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1). The fresh capital will be used for
clinical research of drugs and their commercialization and the construction of a
production workshop.

Moore Threads has completed two rounds of funding totaling CNY 1 billion (USD 155
million). Moore Threads is a semiconductor company whose core business focuses on
providing GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) technology and services to enterprise
customers in a variety of fields, including gaming, creative industries, and artificial
intelligence. The company was founded in October 2020 and is backed by Sequoia
China Capital and GGV Capital.

LinkDoc Technology has received a strategic investment from Alibaba Health. The two
companies will build a patient-centric service platform for the entire disease cycle for
Chinese cancer patients.

Beijing Xiaozhuo Technology received an angel round funding of nearly CNY 10
million. They are a fast-moving consumer goods wholesale service and will use the
capital to develop the trading platform and overall market development. 

Zhengjiang Liangzhituzhi Technology received CNY 10 million in an angel round. It is a
Chinese brand that currently focuses mainly on producing safety seats for babies.
They will launch their first safety seat product in 2020.

Corestone Biosciences (Beijing) has closed a financing round of CNY 10 million.
Corestone is engaged in producing equipment for respiratory monitoring and acute
pain treatment. They will use this capital to build a factory and expand their
production to accelerate the production of non-invasive dynamic respiration monitors
and supportive disposable electrode sensors.

QCraft, a local autonomous driving startup, is getting an investment from ByteDance.
QCraft's latest round of funding is worth at least USD 25 million, and the technology is
being tested in minibuses in parts of China.

Nreal has closed its B round of funding. It is a hybrid reality technology company
(AR/MR). The funding will be used for more R & D investment, mass-production scale
expansion, and acceleration of global commercialization.

Shanghai Clobotics Technology has announced a round B of CNY 200 million. Gebo
intelligence was founded in 2016. They target the wind power and retail industries,
providing end-to-end intelligent services for customers based on machine learning,
IoT, edge computing, computer vision, and other technologies.

Pico has closed a B funding round of CNY 242 million. Pico was founded in 2015 and
focused on VR all-in-one. 

Early-Stage Financing Rounds News
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Startup Story of the Week - Clubhouse

Bosin Co raised tens of millions of CNY. Founded in 2011, the company focuses on the
research and development of unmanned cranes, heavy truss robots, intelligent
logistics, and high-end equipment technology. Its products are widely used in verticals
such as heavy industry (steel, machinery), automotive, wind energy, factory logistics,
and FMCG.

Qiancheng Exploration closed an A round with over CNY 100 million. The company
produces space satellites, and they are planning to launch five satellites in 2021.

Signet Therapeutics has announced an angel round of CNY 60 million. It is an
innovative company for developing targeted cancer drugs based on a disease model.
This round of funding will be used to expand the R & D team and rapidly advance the
existing pipeline to the clinical stage, and screen new targeted lead compounds.

Chemical.AI raised a CNY 30 million round led by Sequoia China Seed Fund. Chemical.AI
is a technology enterprise in the pharmaceutical and chemical industry.

Clickpaas has completed a B round of funding and raised more than CNY 100 million.
They are developing a low-code application development platform.

Cloudam Cloud has raised CNY 10 million Pre-A round. Cloudam is a one-stop cloud
platform focused on providing flexible and efficient computing products and services
to enterprises and researchers with high computing needs. 

In China, many different companies are working on a Chinese version of Clubhouse.
Now ByteDance has joined the long list of those companies as well. It is strongly
suspected that they are working on a Clubhouse copy. Another example is the
Clubhouse version from Xiaomi, which has also released its Mi Talk app, an invitation-
based audio service. All of these similar apps face censorship and government
surveillance in China. In recent weeks, the government monitoring once again resulted
in two Clubhouse versions from various Chinese startups being removed from the app
store.

Join the CIMK WeChat group for daily business
news about the Chinese market.

Join the CIMK community for more free content

Follow our CIMK LinkedIn account for daily
business news about the Chinese market.
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